Fitting pole-zero micromechanical models to cochlear response measurements.
An efficient way of describing the linear micromechanical response of the cochlea is in terms of its poles and zeros. Pole-zero models with local scaling symmetry are derived for both one and two degree-of-freedom micromechanical systems. These elements are then used in a model of the coupled cochlea, which is optimised to minimise the mean square difference between its frequency response and that measured on the basilar membrane inside the mouse cochlea by Lee, Raphael, Xia, Kim, Grillet, Applegate, Ellerbee Bowden, and Oghalai [(2016) J. Neurosci. 36, 8160-8173] and Oghalai Lab [(2015). https://oghalailab.stanford.edu], at different excitation levels. A model with two degree-of-freedom micromechanics generally fits the measurements better than a model with single degree-of-freedom micromechanics, particularly at low excitations where the cochlea is active, except post-mortem conditions, when the cochlea is passive. The model with the best overall fit to the data is found to be one with two degree-of-freedom micromechanics and 3D fluid coupling. Although a unique lumped parameter network cannot be inferred from such a pole-zero description, these fitted results help indicate what properties such a network should have.